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De(rndanls.

Brief of California-Pacific Utilities Company
NATURE OF THE CASE
This is an action for review of the decision of the Utah Public Services Commission in a
rate case filed by California-Pacific Utilities Company. The case involves a request for authorit1 to increase rates to recover additional annual revenues of $856,910 to offset costs incurred in the construction of a new transmission line for service to electric customers in Washington and Iron Counties.
DISPOSITION OF THE CASE BY THE
PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
The Report and Order of the Commission allows an increase in rates to recover only 53.03
.'cr·.cr11 111
1
''' rcc111

~454. 91 O of the $856. 9 l O in additional revenue requested and provides no means

crv

b:

the utility of the difference of approximately $400.000.
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RHI EF SOL G HT O'\ _\ PPE -\ L
Californ1a-Pac1fic Lt1lit1e' C"mp..1n\ 'eeh rner,..1! of the Order of the CL'mm1""'n .1nc
a mandate directing the Comm1'-,1tin to grant an increa,e in r..1te, to allliw recm en of the entire expense incurred. or that failing. a rehearing con'.i'>tent \\1th the law applicahle to the cJ'c

STATE\1E'\T OF FACTS
The case before the Court was heard by the Commi55ion on a consolidated record wHh
three other rate case'>. The Report and Order i">sued by the Commis,1on on February !~. 19-decides all four cases. Review proceedings (herein called '"appeals .. ) have been instituted 11 11h
respect to all four cases. California-Pacific Gtility Company has appealed from the Comm 11 .
sion's Order only as it pertains to Case !'Jo. 76-023-04. The protestants have appealed from
the Order as to all four ca;,es. The two appeals have been consolidated for purposes of bncf,
and arguments. This brief will treat only the issues raised by California-Pacific's appeal.
On the joint motion of the parties the court has waived the requirement for abstracting
of the record on appeal. References to the transcript shall identify transcript volumes by Jal'
of hearing and page number since there are some late-filed volumes of transcript which were
not numbered consecutively as part of the record on appeal. California-Pacific Utilities Company is referred to as "Cal-Pac" and the Utah Public Service Commission is referred to a'
"the Commission".
Cal-Pac is a diversified utility company with its principal place of business in San Francisco, California. In the State of Utah it provides electric utility services through its Southern
Utah Division in Washington and Iron Counties and in parts of Kane County. Utah operations are conducted in two separate districts known as the Cedar City District and the KanJr
District. The Cedar City District includes operations in Washington and Iron Countie1 and
the Kanab District covers operations in Kane County (and in Fredonia. Arizona). The ek(tric facilities in the two districts are not physically interconnected. The Cedar C1tv Distnct ''
treated as separate from the Kanab District for rate-making purposes. The appl1cat1on in

thi·

case involves only customers in the Cedar City District.
Up to the time of the Hearings Cal-Pac had never had a general rate case 1n the StJlc' Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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L't.th. hut

.1

t'c" nwntl1' earlier. the Comm1',Hln 111 a rate ca-,e 111\ol\lng the Com pan~·, Kanah

1J 1,1r1ct h.1d '"ued a Report and Order concluding that a rate <lf return of 13 percent on e 4 Llll\

and 9.~ percent un rate ba-,e wa.., not unrea'>onable and -.lwuld be approved (-,ee Exhibit

+11 I he CcH11panv had an average rate base for the year ended 1975 of ~9.326.739 (R 389)

.ind ,,a,

~arn1ng

a rate of return on rate base of 7.71 percent (R. 588) If the Commi.,-,ion al-

l'"'cd the pa,.., through of the entire expense involved in th" ca-,e. that mode-.t rate of return

The 230-K\ trammission line im·ohed in this ca-;e ''a' comtructed in 1976 hv Ltah Po11er and Light Ctimpany (herein "UP&L") entirely within ib own service area for the -,ole purfXl'e ,if prm1dmg additional transmission load to Cal-Pac. It was constructed a-. part of an
electric Service Agreement entered into between the two utilities by the terms of which L:P&L
.1greed to ;,ell electric energv to meet the future demand of Cal-Pac's cw,tomers and to enlarge
its 1LJP&L's) transmission system to provide the additional loads. The annual charges for thi>
transmission line extension are the expenses which Cal-Pac seeks to pass to its customers in
the form of an increase in its electric rates. Some history of Cal-Pac's Utah operations is neces\Jr\

to enable the reader to understand the necessity for the expense.
Cal-Pac's former Division Manager, Earl A. Hansen. testified with respect to the history

cifthe Company's operations in Utah (see TR 9. 23, Pages 14-123 ). Cal-Pac commenced operalions m the State of Utah in 1958 when it merged with Southern Utah Power Company (herein
"Southern"). At the time of the merger Southern and then Cal-Pac provided the electric needs
c1ftheir customers with a combination of their own generating plant (hydro. steam and diesel)
and an mterconnection with Telluride Power Company. a subsidiary of UP&L. In 1958 the
tutal capautv of the system was approximately 15 megawatts composed of about 13 mega11at1> of generation and 2 megawatts of purchased power by the interconnection with Tellunde o\t that time customer demand was peaking at about 12-13 megawatts. Therefore. an imllal re'lu1rement of Cal-Pac when it assumed the electric obligations of Southern was to ac1111rc .1Jd1t1<>ti,d , 0 urce.., of energv to meet the growing demand of customers in the service

1

~.

~

·:' 81 1%11 uhtcima Jemand ,,a.., exceedmg the comhmed generation and purchased poSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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During the period 1958-1960 the management of Cal-Pac concluded to purchase 1h lu
ture power re4uiremenh rather than enlarge the existing generation facilities. f"he dec111t1n
to purchase power rc4uircd the construction of a new transmi-,sion line. To provide addec
transmission capacity Cal-Pac entered into a contract with UP&L by the terms of wh1cl
UP&L constructed a 138-K V transmission line in its service area from its Sigurd suhstat 1111
to the Beaver - Iron County line. At the same time Cal-Pac enlarged the transmission fac 111
ties in its own service area to connect with those of UP&L at the common county line. Frnn,
1960 to the present time. Cal-Pac has relied upon purchased power as its principal source \'I
energy for service to its customers. The construction of the 138-K V transmission line in 19611
provided Cal-Pac with reserve transmission capacity sufficient to serve the needs of its cu1tomers for several years. At the time of construction the Company forecast that its load requirements would not exceed the capacity of the 138-KV line until 1975.
In the early 1960's the Colorado River Storage Project (herein "CRSP"), authorized
by the United States Congress. was well underway. (General background history of the Colorado River Storage Project is provided in Exhibit 10, R. 293-326.) As part of that project the
Secretary of the Interior was authorized to construct an electric generation and transmiss10r,
system for the generation and transmission of large quantities of electric power which could
be sold at prices below that generated by investor-owned utilities such as Cal-Pac and UP&l
Under federal legislation CRSP power was available to "preference customers" including err·
tain municipalities and Rural Electrification Associations (R.E.A.'s). The marketing area

111

CRSP included the State of Utah and particularly much of the area of W ashsington and Iron
Counties where Cal-Pac was providing electric utility service. The federal transmission svstern
was intended to interconnect Flaming Gorge, Glen Canyon. Curecanti and the Central Ut 3h
power plants ofCRSP. The project called for delivery of CRSP power to several specified deli·
very points located in the service area of Cal-Pac. It contemplated that power would be Jel 11 •
erect by a transmission system owned and operated by the United States, acting through the·
Bureau of Reclamation, unless the Secretary of Interior should find it practical and in the nJ·
tional interest to enter into "wheeling" contracts with inYestor-owned electric utilit1c'
The all-federal transmission line planned for deliYcr\ nf CRSP power in Cal-P<1c°' ''
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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1

11 ,c area was a 138-K \'line which 111 practical effect \\(lU[J ha\e JuplicateJ the capab1lit1e'
,>!

ihc new line wmtructeJ by Cal-Pac in 1960. After negotiations with UP&L and Cal-Pac.
Bureau of Reclamation concluded that the trammis,1on facilit1c'> then operated or to

ihi'

he

,,,nqructcJ by those utilities could be utilized to trammit CRSP power which would other-

111,c h,1ve been transmitted over the all-federal system. As a result UP&L and Cal-Pac enter..-d 1ntn wheeling agrccmenh with the Bureau of Reclamation by the terms of which the utili'"' :1grecJ to deliver CRSP power to designated points of delivery in their re'>pective sen ice
-1re<b The-,e deliveries were accomplished through interconnections between transmission facilities of UP&L and Cal-Pac and transmission facilitie-, of the United States Government
and its preference customers.
Cal-Pac's Wheeling Agreement with the United States was entered into under date of August 9, 1962. The term of the Agreement extends to June I, 1987, and the United States has
11ptions to extend for six successive periods of ten years each. The wheeling rate fixed by the
.\greement is $4.20 per kilowatt year and there is no provision for increase of the rate during
1hc term of the contract (see Exhibit 10, R. 293-326). The Wheeling Agreement entered into
between the United States and UP&L is essentially the same agreement (Exhibit 42, R. 4144461
Under the terms of these agreements, Cal-Pac and U P&L agreed to wheel CRSP power
a1 scheduled by the United States, up to and including the capacity of the all-federal transmis11011 line which would have been constructed except for the agreements (Exhibits IO and 42).
The evidence before the Commission shows that the capacity of the all-federal system in CalPac's service area would have been 40 megawatts (Testimony of Earl A. Hansen, Tr. 9/23.

Page 58; Testimony of Dean Bryner, Tr. 11 /4, Pages 310-311 ). Therefore, Cal-Pac committed
·" tran\mission facilities to the extent of 40 megawatts to wheel energy for the Bureau of Reclamati,in during the term of the Wheeling Agreement and renewals and extensions thereof.
The Wheeling Agreement provided significant benefits to Cal-Pac and its customers. Up
1"

lhe time of the hearing Cal-Pac had received wheeling revenues in excess of $900,000 dur-

,,~

1

time

11

hen 1t had ample reserve transmission capacity in the 1960 transmission line to

the CRSP lo<1ds 1n add1tinn to its other customer loads (R. 464). Wheeling revenue is
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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one reason why Cal-Pac had no rate increcbC'> at all until 1975. I l r. 11 3. Page 135) ScrnnJh
the wheeling contract helped Cal-Pac to preserve ih di-,tribution load in ih sen ice area anJ
to prevent loss of those loads to municipalities and REA\ who were eligible for prefere 11 ,,
power. The management of Cal-Pac foresaw that if the United States constructed 1h '"111
transmission system to duplicate that of Cal-Pac. it would more aggressively utilize

11'

vious competitive advantage to win customers of Cal-Pac who might yualify for CRSP

oh

r,111

er. As it was. some of Cal-Pac\ customers including municipalities and one R.E.A. became
electric customers of the United States. but many of Cal-Pac's municipal customers remaineJ
despite the option to acquire their own electric systems and to purchase preference power. The
loss of business from municipalities would have left the Company's fixed charges for tran,.
mission and generation to be spread among decreased numbers of customers and would ha1e
necessarily caused rates to remaining customers to increase (Tr. 11 /3. Pages 132-133 ).
The 138-KV transmission line constructed in 1960 proved adeyuate to serve both customer load and wheeling load until about 1975. With certain alterations of the line. Cal-Pac 11a1
able to get by with the 138-KV line until August of 1976 when it energized the new transm11·
sion line which is the subject of this case.
From 1960 to 1965 Cal-Pac obtained its purchased power requirements from UP&L
From 1965 to 1975 Cal-Pac purchased surplus CRSP power under a contract with the Bureau
of Reclamation. Cal-Pac's contract for purchase of CRSP power expired in 1975. In 1972 CJI
Pac instituted negotiations with UP&L for a source of power to commence in 1975 when the
surplus CRSP power would no longer be available to it. At the same time. the parties agraJ
that UP&L would construct a 230-K V transmission line in its service area to provide the aJ
ded transmission capacity which Cal-Pac would require in 1975. This was essentially the
same procedure which was followed in 1960 when UP&L constructed the 138-KV line in

1
1•

service area and Cal-Pac constructed a matching line to meet the UP&L line. UP&L c,im·
mitted to provide Cal-Pac's electric power requirements and to construct the neces-;arv tran·
mission line. The commitment was evidenced by an informal letter of understanding 111

1r:

(Exhibit 48). A more formal commitment letter was executed N1arch 2!. 1973 (Exhihrt "'

Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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Jh.: lc1rn1,tl lkctnc Sen1u: Agreement (l-_xh1hit 2~1 \\a' executed \larch 26. 1975. v.hcn
l F&L ccH11mcnccd to pre1\ 1dc: puw<:r to Cal-Pac.
\\'hen Cal-Pac hc:gan to take power frum UP&L under the Electric Service Agreement.
rhc new transllli\\1on line had not been constructed and the 138-K V line had reached it'> prac11,,il c:1pacit\
11

fhe construction of the 230-K V line was delayed b_\ permit requiremenh

Jmh were necessary to obtain right-of-way over federal land,. The new line was energized

._>11

·\11i-'11'l 4. 1976. At that t1111e the load on the 138-K V line was in exce-,, of 60 megawath

11hile 11' ncirm.il capac1t\ (w1thDut inordinate losse') was appr,iximately 40 to 50 megawath.
In aJJ111un. the· Cnmpan.' also upcrated it'> own generation facilities to capacity. Cal-Pac\
l'rc,1dcnt testified:
(fr 11 /2, Page 127)

. Just hefore the line went into service we were on what you could call the ragged
edge of the capacity of our old line and we were very lucky to get the new 230-K V
line in service when we did and avoid a significant power outage."
There i, no controversy about the fact that a new transmission line was absolutely essential
for contmucd service to Cal-Pac's Utah customers. Cal-Pac's President testified as follows
111th mpect to the decision to construct the 230-K V line:
(Tr. 11/2. Page 128)
"At the time this review of alternatives was under way our capacity on our 138-K V
line was not growing any and our reserves were shrinking and we finally settled on
the 230-K V route that was built and the means of financing it that was incorporated
rn the contract with Utah Power & Light and since then in preparation for this case
and in our own administration since the start up of that contract we've had opportunity to review it further and I can say that no alternative which we previously considered was better for the company and its customers than the one which we've
adopted and no alternative considered since the construction of the line and the execution of the contract appears to be better."
tnginecnng witnesses who testified corroborated selection of the 230-K Y transmission
line as the logical choice of line size from an engineering standpoint (Testimony of Earl A.

Han,en Tr. 9 23. Pages 59-60: Dean Bryner, Tr. 11 /4. Pages 138 et seq.). The evidence
•h,> 11ed that n en without the wheeling obligation a new transmi'>sion line would have been
~41 11 1,d

1111h111 lour to five years (Tr. 9123. Pages 50-59. Exhibit 13) and that the logical selec-

, .. 1 line

'ill' \\ ,h

230-K \' There was no e\ 1dcnce whatever which controverted this te~ti-

Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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mony. The evidence further showed that the 138-K V line rnn,tructed in 1%0 re111<1111cd avJil.
able to fulfill the wheeling obligation to the Bureau and that a' loads increased the 138-K\
line could be connected in parallel with the 230-K Y line to provide comhined transmissiun
capacity for future anticipated loads (Tr. 9/23, Pages 53-54).
The construction of the 230-K V line in UP&L's service area was an extension of its min
plant to serve the needs of its customers. The extension was made consistent with the extension policy of UP&L (Exh1hit 29). The agreement for construction of the line by U P&L calh
for reimbursement of the actual construction costs and costs for overhead and maintenance
with fixed charges based upon the debt-equity structure of Utah Power & Light Compam
(Exhibit 28). The annual fixed charges required to reimburse UP&L for its investment in construction and maintenance and to provide a return on that investment is $849,028 (Exhibit 35)
The revenue increase required to offset these charges is $856,910 (Exhibit 36). While there wa1
considerable testimony concerning the charges assessed to Cal-Pac, there was no witness called by any party during the course of the proceedings who testified that the criteria used for
determination of fixed charges was either unreasonable or that it was inconsistent with the
extension policy of UP&L.
Before the 230-KV line was energized, the 138-KV line was carrying all of the load re·
quirements including wheeling. At that time Cal-Pac's total transmission system load wal
approximately 74 megawatts (including about 13 megawatts of generation). Forty-one mega·
watts of peak load were required for service to Cal-Pac's electric customers and approximate·
ly 33 megawatts of peak load were for energy wheeled for the Bureau. On these facts the Di·
vision of Public Utilities and some of the protestants took the position that part of the cosb
of the new transmission line should be passed to the Bureau of Reclamation. Cal-Pac's

ell·

dence showed that the Bureau had refused to entertain an increase in the wheeling rate anJ
that it would be a futile act to seek relief from the Federal Power Commission (Tr. 11 /3, Page'
134-135, 163). On October 26, 1976, the Utah Commission issued an Order to Show Cause di·
reeling the Bureau of Reclamation to appear in the case and to show cause why the whcelini
rate should not be increased (R. 111-114). The Bureau appeared by its Regional Supervi"'
of Power, Mr. John W. Mueller. Mr. Mueller testified that it is the position of the BureJU
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
Machine-generated OCR, may contain errors.
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ih.:

1

the r:itc' in the Wheeling Agreement are not 'uh_1cct to increase and that the Bureau ha'> and
doc' now decline to increase the rate. (R. 462-465). The Bureau hy ii'> counsel aho asserted the
p,1sition of the United States Government that the Utah Puhlic Service Commission lacks JUr1"J1ct1on to modify the wheeling rate.
On Scptemher 29, 1976, the Commission issued an Interim Order by which it authorized Cal-Pac to mcrcase its rates pending the final order of the Commission to recover 53 per,·ent of the revenues required to offset the cost of the new transmission line (R. 101-104). The
Final Report and Order of the Commission issued February 18, 1977, in effect affirmed the
Tentative Order, allowing only 53.03 percent of the increase reg uired and disallowing 46. 97
percent (R. 228-233). The Commission's Order was presumably based upon the conclusion
that costs of the new transmission line should be reimbursed by Cal-Pac's customers in Washington and Iron Counties only in proportion to which the then transmission loads for service
to such customers bore to the then total transmissiosn load of the Company. In disallowing
the recovery of the expense for the new transmission line the Commission made no provision

for recovery of such expense from any other source, but merely directed Cal-Pac to negotiate
again with the Bureau and if it should fail, to report back to the Commission for a determinalion as to whether it may continue to wheel for the Bureau (R. 233 ). [Cal-Pac has since reported the failure of its further negotiations to the Commission and the Commission has not as
vet determined whether Cal-Pac may continue wheeling energy for the Bureau. The Company's financial situation would be worsened if the Commission should direct it to discontinue
wheeling for the Bureau, thereby eliminating the wheeling revenues.]

By its Report and Order the Commission made findings that the 230-KV transmission
line "would not have been necessary at this time" except for the wheeling contract with the
United States" and that in the absence of the wheeling contract, "it would not have been
necessary to construct a transmission line as large as 230-K V" for the benefit of Cal-Pac's
electric customers. The Report further concludes that the Wheeling Agreement with the Bureau and the Electric Services Agreement with UP&L should have been submitted to the
C.in1mi"1on for ih approval: that the Wheeling Agreement "is not in the public interest" in
111 1t does rll1t provide for an increase in the wheeling rate, and that the Electric Service
Sponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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Agreement "is not in the bc-,t interest of the customers of ( cd-1\tc"
The effect of the Cumm1ss101~'s OrJcr

IS

as was pro.1cctt:J by Cal-Pac's Prcs1Jent 1n the

following te-,timonv
(Tr. 9/23. Page-, 135-137)

"Q. AnJ what will the results he if the Commission refuses to allow the company to pass through all or any part of the increase or increased operating expeme resulting from the construction of the transmis-,ion line'J
A. Well, the result would he to -- as shown in Exhibit -- the result would he as
shown in Exhibit 39: The company's rate of return fo1· il'i nine million dollar-plus
investment in this territory would he reduced from 7. 71 per cent on rate base to
3.63 per cent. and this would result in a denial of the -- of a fair rate of return to the
shareholders who have invested the funds to build this line. I believe, through no
fault of their representatives in the management who made the decisions to invest
the funds, enter the contract and do what was necessary to supply service to the
customers and proYide the benefits to the customers that have been derived from the
1962 contract and presently being derived from the contract with Utah Power. Entering into contracts which really have no reasonable alternatives. contracts which benefited the customers. which benefits have been accepted and received without complaint by -- over the years --

The only other thing I was going to say in response to that question was a result
would be that the Commission would have substituted its hindsight judgment for the
Company's management's foresight judgment and even if that were fair it would
have done so in this case with no evidence that any other course than that taken by
the company would have been more beneficial or reasonable."

STATEMENT OF POINTS RELIED ON
POINT I
THE COMMISSION'S REPORT AND ORDER DISALLOWING 46.97% OF
THE EXPENSES OF THE 230-KV TRANSMISSION LINE RESULTS IN CONFISCATORY RATES IN VIOLATION OF CAL-PAC'S RIGHTS UNDER THE
CONSTITUTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND OF THE STATE OF
UTAH.
POINT II
THE ORDER DISALLOWING THE TRANSMISSION LINE EXPENSE IS
CONTRARY TO LAW IN THAT THE COMMISSION HAS EXCEEDFD ITS
STATUTORY POWER FOR REVIEW OF UTILITY EXPENSES.
POINT III
THE COMMISSION'S ORDER IS NOT SUPPORTED BY NECESSARY f !Nil
INGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW OR BY ANY SUBSTANTL'\L
EVIDENCE.
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ARCiLJr-..1ENl
POINT I
l llE COMMISSION'S REPORT AND ORDER DISALLOWING 46.97'7r OfTHE EXPENSES OF THE 230-K Y TRANSMISSION LINE RESULTS IN CON-

fJSCATORY RATES IN VIOLATION OF CAL-PAC'S RIGHTS UNDER THE
CONSTI IUTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES AND OF THE STATE OF
LI I All
(al Pac\ Application in Case No. 76-023-04 seeks an increase in rates to recover an actual ciperating expense incurred for UP&L's extension of its transmission line facilities for ;;er11uc: to Cal-Pac. An increase in rates as requested would not increase the earnings of the uttlit; but would 'imply allow it to maintain its then present level of earnings. The evidence
1howed that as at the time of the hearing, the Company would be able to continue to earn 7.71
percent on rate base and 8.26 percent on common equity if it were allowed to increase its rates
tu omet the transmission line expenses (Tr. 11 /3, Pages 120-133 ).
The effect of the Commission's Report and Order is to require Cal-Pac to provide elecIrie utility service in Washington and Iron Counties at rates which will reduce its rate of return on its utility investment from 7.7I percent to 3.63 percent. The Commission has made

no findings in this case with respect to the financial effect of its Order but would certainly
recognize that a return on equity of 3.63 percent is not compensatory. On October 22, 1976,
during a recess in the hearings in this case, the Commission issued an Order in another CalPac rate case approving a return on equity of 13 percent and a return on rate base of 9.5 per-

cent (Exhibit 44, R. 449-46I, Tr. I I/2, Page 123). [At the time of the hearing the authorized
rate of return on common equity for CaI-Pac's sister utility, Utah Power & Light Company,
wa1 16 percent. J

It is an established principal of utility law recognized in this and all other jurisdictions
thJt 1f a public utility is to be permitted to survive as such and to render efficient service to the
consuming public, it must have adequate and compensatory rates. In Utah Copper Company v.
P11hl1c l'u/ities Commission, 59 Utah 191, 203 Pac. 627 (1921) the Court said:

'·Jn this connection it may also properly be said that the law contemplates that
the 1crving utilities, burdened as they are and as they should be with the duty of rend, 11ng ~ftlcient 1er1·ice to the public, are entitled to earn a fair return or income from
the 1•rc rert1 t11cd m -;uccessful and economical operations."
1
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The issue presented by the Commission's Order
Supreme Court in /,oga11 Cirr

1•.

in

this case was com1dcrcd hv the l iJh

Puh!ic Criliries Co11111u1s1011 of L'ruh. 77 lltah 442. 269 l'Jc

1006. In that case the Court concluded that a rate of return of 2.37 percent was unreasonahlt
and inadequate as a matter of law and that to re4uire the utility to render service at that rJtr
of return was confiscatory. To thi-; point the Court said:

(77 Utah 442. 449)
" ... the cases hold. without exception. that rates yielding so low a rate of return as
here are not adequate or reasonable. Ir is well senled thcu each rare should he con1pensatory, and thar a uti!itv cannot he required to perform ~enice ar a rare which is
confiscarorr. Smrth v. Ames, 169. U.S. 446, 18 S. Ct. 418 L. Ed. 819."
The uncontroverted evidence in this case shows that the operating expense for transmiss1,111
line construction was absolutely essential to continued service. There are no findings in thr
Report and Order nor is there evidence which suggests that the Company had any alternat11e
except to obtain increased transmission line capacity. The Commission's Report and Order
disallows recovery of the expense from the ratepayers and makes no provision for recovery of
the same from any other source. The Order had the necessary and inevitable effect of com pell·
ing the utility to provide its utility services at confiscatory rates.

POINT II
THE ORDER DISALLOWING THE TRANSMISSION LINE EXPENSE IS
CONTRARY TO LAW IN THAT THE COMMISSION HAS EXCEEDED ITS
STATUTORY POWER FOR REVIEW OF UTILITY EXPENSES.
This Court has previously considered and decided the boundaries of the rate-making p0·
wer which the Commission may exercise with respect to the allowance or disallowance of ei
penditures made by a utility in the course of conducting its business. Logan City

1'.

Public l:

ilities Commission of Utah, 77 Utah 442, 269 Pac. 1006 ( 1931 ). In 193 I Logan City. a muntll

pal corporation, brought a proceeding against the Commission and The Mountain State·
Telephone and Telegraph Company to review a rate increase granted to the Telephone Conif
any for service in its Logan exchange. The City's challenge included a contention that certJ 11
expenses occasioned by the decision of Mountain Bell to switch to an "interior block sistcn
of telephone poles while still under contract with the City for half the cost of maintenance
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c·lec:1ric pole' owned b\ the City. were unnece,,an. In holding that the Comm1,sion could
rwt L111fulh mterferc with utilit\ management under gu1,e uf rate regulat10n. the Court ,aid.
177 lltah 442. 447)
"l he ltication and manner of placing the pole' for the distributing system is essen-

tlJlh a 111a11cr o/h111i11css 1111111age111enr ofrhc 111i/i11· ll'hich .1hould nor he i111cr/ered 1111h
In rhe co111111i1sio11 1111/ns ir is made lo appear rhar 1he policr and consequenl expendi1/il'e i1 ac11w1ed hr had/ailh. or inrnfres dishonesn" 11·a1re/iil11ess. or gross ine//ioen1 1 There 1s nothing of this kind either alleged in the petition or disclo-,ed in the record. The management apparently proceeded in good faith and believed the interior
block system was best suited to serve its purpose:.. H'herher 1his mer hod of he11eri11g
i11 11·s1e111 11·as lllii\I eco110111ical or e//icienr 11·as a 111urrer ll'ilhin 1he sound discrerion of
rhe .m1mage111e111. Ir is rl'el! .1·errled 1ha1 puhlic co111mi1sio11.1 can nor, under guise of rare
reg11lmio11. wke inro !heir hands 1he manaJ?,emenr of u1ilin· properlies or unreasonahlr
1111er{ere 11·i1h 1he righ1 o{ 1he managemenl. Monroe Gas Lighr & Fuel Co. 1'. Michigan Puhlic L'1i/i11es Comm. (0.C.) 11 F. (2d) 319: S!a/e Puh/ic U1i/i1ies Comm. \'.
Sprinr,field Gas & Elec. Co .. 291 111. 209, 125 N.E. 891; Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co. r.
llh11comh (D.C.) 12 F. (2d) 279, affirmed in 276 U.S. 97, 48 S. Ct. 223, 72 L. Ed.
483." (Emphasis added.)
It is not the contention of Cal-Pac that the Commission is bound to allow the pa's
through of any and all expenses which a utility may incur. The Commission's authority to regulate rates includes the power to review expenditures and to a limited extent to "interfere"
111th management by disallowing expenditures for rate purposes. This Court in Logan City
defined the limits of Commission authority to disallow utility expenses by defining explicitly
and exclusively those circumstances which warrant Commission intervention. Only where the
expense is incurred in bad faith or involves dishonesty, was1efulness, or "gross" inefficienc_1',
j,

there warrant for expense disallowance in rate regulation.
In Srare o{ .!oyfissouri, ex rel. Sourhll'esrern Bell Telephone Co.

'IOll

1·.

Public Service Commis-

of Missouri, 262 U.S. 276. 43 S. Ct. 544. the United States Supreme Court considered the

authority of a state regulatory commission to disallow public utility operating expenses. The
lullow1ng language from the court's opinion is pertinent to the case now before the Court:
143 S Ct. 544, 547)
"There is 1101hini 10 indicaie bad faith. So far as appears. plaintiff in error's board
of dirccto1s has exercised a proper discretion about this matter requiring business
judgment. It must never he forgotten that, while the state may regulate with a view to
n1f11rung rea,nnahle rates and charges. it is not the owner of the property of pubiic 111i11t\ rnmpanie-,. and is not clothed with the general power of management inSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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cident to ownership. The applicahle general rule i-, well exprc-,scd 111 State' l'uhl1c
Utilities Commi-.,ion ex rel. Springfield v. Springfield Gas & Elcctm: Co .. 201 Ill
209. 234. 125 N.E. 891, 901
'The commission i-; not the financial manager of the corporation. and it
is not empowered to -.uhstitute its .1udgment for that of the directors of the
Corporation: nor can it ignore items charged hr the utilitr as operating expenses. 11n/ess there is an ah11se of discretion in that regard hr the corporate
officers.' " (Emphasis added )
The roots of the holding in the Logan Cur case are derived from the Utah Puhlic LtJi.
ity Act. Ever since March 8. 1917. the effective date of an "act creating a Public Utilities Com.
mission" and "prescrihing the duties of the Commission and the duties of public utilitie,:
(Laws of Utah 1917, Ch. 47), there has been in effect with minor changes the following >eL·
tion of the Act:
"Every public utility when ordered by the commission shall, before entering in any
contract for construction work or for the purchase of new facilities or with respect
to an_v other expendi111res, submit such proposed contract, purchase or other expenditure to the commission for its approval; and, if the commission finds that anv such
proposed contract, purchase or other expcndit11re diverts, directly or indirect/)', the
funds of such public utility 10 anv of its officers or stockholders or to any corporation
in which they are interested, or is not proposed in good faith for the economic benefit
of such public utility, the commission shall withhold its approval of such contract,
purchase or other expenditure, and may order other contracts, purchases or expenditures in lieu thereof for the legitimate purposess and economic welfare of such public utility." (Emphasis added.)
(Utah Code Ann. §54-4-26; CP. Laws of Utah 1917, Ch. 47, Art. 4§22.)
In Bamberger Electric Railroad Co. v. P11blic Utilities Commission, 59 Utah 351, 204 P. 31 4
this Court considered the scope of the Commission's authority under another provision of the
Public Utility Act, and held:
(59 Utah 351, 364)

"It needs no citation of authority that where a specific power is conferred by statllfe
upon a tribunal, board, or commission with limited powers, the powers are limited to
such as are specificallr mentioned." (Emphasis added.)
Frick, Justice, then reasoned that to hold otherwise would be to make an "autocrat of a uoh·
ties commission" allowing it to make whatever order it might under the "guise" of whateie:
more general statutory language was available. This Court again cited and applied the s.in::
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rule Ill construction in l '11w11 Puc1/ic Rmlrnud ( 'o ,, l'uhlic Sc1T1ce Comm11sio11, 103 LI tah 186.
i.\.f I' 2d .f69, 474 ( 1943)
Section 54-4-26 describes the limits of the (_\1mmission\ authority over utility expendiiurc' <1nd anv more expansive view of the Com mission's power i'> contrary to the Iegi-,lative
Jdcgatio1L The limits '>Cl forth in the Loga11 Cur case are consistent with the rule of statutory
c'On,1ruct1on enunciated in the Bwnherger case and followed m the L'11io11 Pacific case. The
leg1,l<1t11re ha-; granted general power to the Commission to regulate public utility rates and
l·harges for "unreasonableness." (See U ,CA. §54-3-1 and 54-4-4.) The legislature has abo
granted rather general power to "supervise" public utilities. (See U.CA. §54-4- L) However,
a1 is indicated by §54-4-26, the power of supervision or regulation with respect to expenses,

whether in a rate proceeding or otherwise, is specifically circumscribed, i.e., the expense is to
be allowed unless it "diverts, directly or indirectly, the funds of such public utility to any of
1h officers or stockholders or to any corporation in which they are interested, or is not proposed in good faith for the economic benefit of such public utility."
The record is devoid of any evidence of self-dealing or bad faith. As could be expected
0n that state of the record, the Commission's findings are conspicuously lacking any reference to self-dealing or bad faith. Absent such evidence and absent such findings, there is no
basis for a denial of any portion of the requested expense pass through.

It appears to have been the view of the Commission that since the Bureau's wheeling demands caused Cal-Pac's need for transmission capacity to be incurred both sooner and in a
larger amount than would have been necessary solely for service to its electric customers, the
Bureau ought to bear a share of the expense for the new line and that if Cal-Pac could not reco1er such expense from the Bureau, it should bear the expense itself That view completely
ignores the fact that the Wheeling Agreement does not allow for an increase in the wheeling
rate but that it was entered into by management in good faith and for the economic benefit
of the utility and its customers and that the Agreement has in fact contributed substantial
benefits to Cal-Pac and to its electric customers. Over the fifteen year period that the Agree111en1

ha, hem

111

uperation suhsequential wheeling revenues have been paid to Cal-Pac. That

"'' rn.:nuc, rcs1iltcd

111

benefits to Cal-Pac customers is evidenced by the fact that over a
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...,
rate reductions.
The essence of the 1962 Agreement hetwcen Cal-Pac and the Bureau mav aptlv he L°hJ:
acterized as a sale or commitment of a p(>rtion of the transmi,,1on capac1tv of the 138-K \'line
The consideration for the commitment of that capacitv wa' the addition of suhstantial currn:
revenue at little additional current expense and the henefits of avoiding erosion of ih srn 1"
area by duplication of tr:msmission line capacity which would have heen associated with 1\
construction of the "all federal" transmission system in Washington and Iron Counties.
To conclude in 1977 that the benefih received under the \\heeling Agreement from 19t:
are not commensurate with the burdens of the Agreement and: or that the management Jeu·
sion to enter into the Agreement was imprudent. and on that hasis to disallow current and lu·
ture expenses for new transmission capacity is beyond the limits of the statutorv powers of th'
Commission. There 1.; no evidence that the Agreement wa'i made in bad faith or for dishone,·
reasons. There is a complete absence of any showing in the evidence that the arrangemen
was or is now "wasteful" or "grossly inefficient". It was error for the Commission to requ11:
Cal-Pac to absorb any portion of the expense of the 230-K V line.
POINT Ill

THE COMMISSION'S ORDER IS NOT SUPPORTED BY NECESSARY FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW OR BY ANY SUBSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE.

It is fundamental that administrative agencies in the exercise of their quasi judicial fun,
tions must present sufficient support for their decisions that a court may exercise its powm<'
review. Although form is not as important as substance in determining the sufficiency of Jr
order, the decision of the administrative agency must pro\·idc the basic statement (>f fact an;
ultimate conclusions derived therefrom which support the decision. The Puhlic l'tiliti ~.
contemplates that decisions of the Commission shall be based upon written Fmdings ot fJ.

(§54- 7-12, 16, U.C.A. 1953 ). The Utah Supreme Court has recognized the ob\lous ne.:«· 11
for adequate Findings of Fact as a basis for administrative orders. Salt Lake Ci/\ r. (;.

Light and Traction Co .. 52 Utah 210. 173 Pac. 556. Referring

Ill

the basic requirement f,ir (in,

ings of fact. the Court in the L'tah Ligh1 and Traction case said:
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152 lltah 210. 226)
.... [T]he commission should be careful to make proper findings respecting the material ultimate fact;, upon which an order is based ... "

Jhc Jcrnion of the Commission in the case at bar has absolutely no foundation in the Finding' of fact. !See Report and Order. R. 228-233.)
f-mding;, 6. 7. 8. IO and 11 state that Cal-Pac is requesting authority to pass through to its
,u,tomcrs annual expense of $856, 910 associated with the extension of UP& L's tramm1s-.ion
ldcil1ties by construction of a 230-K V trammission line. Finding 9 recites that the Electric Ser1icc Agreement between UP&L and Cal-Pac has never been submitted to the Commission
ior apprornl. Finding 11 states that the Wheeling Agreement is not in the public interest
·'insofar as it fails to provide any means for any increase in rates ... " Findings 12 and 13 idenut)· the 1962 Wheeling Agreement and state that the term thereof may be extended to a full

85 years and that there is no provision for an increase of the wheeling rate. Finding 14 states
that if Cal-Pac had not committed transmission capacity under the Wheeling Agreement,
there would have been no need "at this time" for the construction of the 230-K V line and
that even if additional capacity were necessary solely for the purpose of serving Cal-Pac's
retail customers, "it would not have been necessary to construct a transmission line as large
as 230-KV ... for only the use and benefit of' such retail customers. Finding 15 states that

46.97 percent of kilowatt hours transmitted on the 230-K V line are for preference customers.
Finding 16 adds that the Wheeling Agreement has not been submitted to or approved by the
Commission. Finding 18 states that the Electric Service Agreement is "not in the best interest
of the customers of California-Pacific Utilities". The four Conclusions of Law are to the effect
that the Wheeling Agreement as well as the Electric Service Agreement were required by law
to he submitted to the Commission and that the Commission now has jurisdiction and authority to modify both.
This is the sum total of the Findings and Conclusions of the Commission as they relate
;,, the decision which disallows 46. 97 percent of the expense for the new transmission line.
1111 fr,m1 these rindings and Conclusions that the Commission proceeds to refuse recovery
'·il'l'i"'1m<11ely $400,000 in actual annual expense incurred by the Company in the disSponsored
by the obligation.
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One ma\ d1-,till from the F1nd1ng' .llld CPncJu,1,111' t\\ '' h,1,1c C<>ncern'

,,J thc

( " 111111

sion (I) that the Electric Sen ice Agreement !under which the cxpen'e here in 1,,uc \\a'

in,~,

red J is not in the hest in tere'h of the cw.tomers and ( 2) that the Wheeling Agreement 1s u11 r,,
sonablc hecause there is no provision for an increase

111

the wheeling rate.

The Commission\ finding that the Electric Service Agreement is not in the he,t 1111 ,,
ests of the customers of Cal-Pac is not a "finding" but a conclusion which is completeh ur
supported by any finding or by any evidence in the record. The conclusion is meaninglt•·
because thae is no apparent relatiomh1p hetween that conclmion and the ultimate l>rJe:
The uncontroverted evidence shows that Cal-Pac could not have continued to discharge 11·
utility obligation except for the enlargement of its transmission capacity. New transmi"1<'r
capacity was essential to continued service. No one disputes this. The engineers who te\liliec
corroborated the wisdom in .;election of the 230-K V line size. There was no evidence to rehu
this. The Commission did make a finding that added transmission capacity would not hair
been required "at this time" and that a new line as large as 230-K V would not have beer
necessary if Cal-Pac were not reg uired to wheel energy under the Wheeling Agreement. A11hr
same time. the Order recognizes the legal commitment to wheel energy under the Wheeltnc
Agreement. The Commission's decision does not purport to relieve Cal-Pac of that obligat1,1r
nor could it lawfully do so. What "might have been" in the absence of the Wheeling comm11
ment has nothing to do with the issues of this case.
Although there was some dispute between the parties as to whether the amount of n
pense was reasonable and necessary or whether management made a wise decision in 1h 1
manner of financing the expense. the Commission makes no point of this. The Commr•
sion's Order apparently accepts the amount as a necessary expense incurred but under1Jk
to allocate part of that expense to the Bureau of Reclamation.
The Commission's finding that the Electric Service Agreement "is not in the be,1 1111 '"
ests of the customers of Cal-Pac" is neither related to the ultimate decision nor surP'1fl'
by the evidence.
The Commission's finding that the Wheeling Agreement ··i-, not in the puhlic 1ntcre' 1..
the reasonSponsored
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,ul 01dcr The terms of the Wheeling Agreemcnh were dictated hy the Government (Te,ti-

im>nv pf Earl A. Hansen, Tr. 9 1 23, Pages 110-l l l: and Ros-, Workman, Tr. l l 113, Page 133).
The dcci-,ion for management in 1962 was whether the uttlity, its shareholders and customers,
11,1ul<l he helter off with the Agreement with its fixed wheeling rate or in the alternative to
refuse wheeling and to permit construction of the competing all-federal transmission system.
The decision to wheel was made in good faith and provided significant benefits to the utility
and its customers which have been accepted without com plaint for many years. The 138-K V
line constructed in 1960 is still available for service to the Bureau of Reclamation and has
more than ample capacity to provide the 40 megawatts of transmission committed by the
Wheeling Agreement. The added transmission capacity provided by the 230-K V line was essential to continued service to Cal-Pac's customers. Cal-Pac attempted without success to
negotiate an increase in the wheeling rate before the rate application was filed. The only apparent source of increased revenues to pay the cost of new transmission capacity was by
means of a rate increase to the Company's electric custnmers.
Considering these undisputed facts, the Commission's finding that the Wheeling Agreement is not in the public interest because the rate is fixed does not in any way support an arbitrary disallowance of new transmission line expense.
By its Conclusions the Commission determines that it has jurisdiction over the wheeling
rate1 and the power to amend the Wheeling Agreement (Conclusions Nos. 3 and 4, R. 232)
but it does not undertake to do so. The Commission's Order simply disallows recovery of the
expense from the utility customers and sends the utility off on a wild goose chase to renew
negotiations with the Bureau. The futility of further negotiations is apparent from the evidence that the Bureau had refused an increase prior to the filing of the case and appeared
·'n the Order of the Commission at the hearing and restated its position that no increase would
be granted.
The undisputed evidence as reflected by the essence of Findings 12 and 14 compels the
;,inclusion that the added transmission capacity of the 230-K V line was, is, and will be neces1<1\

for Cal-Pac to fulfill its service obligations. The Commission's findings in the second half

· rcir1~r~1rh 14 that the retail customers of Cal-Pac alone would not require the additional
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evidence disclose-. and the Cnmm1"ion tinds that the lransm1-.-,ion capacitv 1s ncce"ar 1

1

meet the joint demands of the Bureau and the retail customers. This finding overlook, th
fact that Cal-Pac in 1962 assumed a legal obligation to wheel energy for the Bureau of Re
clamation and effectively committed the 138-KV line to that end to the extent of 40 me~,
watts. The 138-K V line remains capable of providing more than ample capacity for tr..
Bureau's wheeling load.
The Commission's Order amounts to an apportionment of expense between the Burtc.
and Cal-Pac's retail customers. It does not, however, assess any expense to the Bureau bu
leaves the utility to absorb that portion of the costs. It appears that the Commission's rea10n
ing based upon facts and circumstances existing in 1976 and 1977 was that Cal-Pac's manag<
ment decision to enter into the Wheeling Agreement without provision for increase in the
wheeling rate was imprudent and that in view of this hindsight judgment of the Commi,s111r
it may now disregard the benefits of the contract which have accrued to the Company\ cu·
tomers and penalize the utility by disallowing recovery of the full expense. As hereto/l•:.
pointed out, there are no findings of bad faith, dishonesty, wastefulness or gross inefficien1·
such as would warrant the Commission's interference with a management decision. E1<
assuming, however, that the Commission had authority on the foregoing rationale to disallc
recovery of the expense, there is absolutely no basis for the Commission's apportionment•
the expense.
The Commission apportioned expense on the basis of current total transmission cap"
ity "in use" at the time of hearing even though only 74 out of 213 megawatt capacitv (35pt
cent) was in use and 65 percent of capacity is reserve for future demand. In other words. tr
apportionment provisions of the Order proceeded on the assumption that both currentil U'"
capacity and additional capacity to be required in the future are to be determined on thd
sis of actual current use. Such an allocation of expense is wholly arbitrary and capriciou' ,,:
not consistent with the evidence. The Company's combined transmission capacitv with

11

transmission lines constructed in 1960 and 1976 is 213 megawatts. Only 40 megawatt' 111 'r
total capacity has been committed to the wheelinoc of enerov
c. for the Bureau of Reclarnr
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rc,crve capacity of the line 1s rea,,onably required for the anticipated future need., of

Cal-Pac's customers. In fact Cal-Pac's electric customer-. are using a greater percentage of
line capacity on the new 230-K V line than they were on the 138-K V line when it was compkted in 1960. (Tr. 11/3, Page 131). The Company has a legal obligation to anticipate future
need and to plan for and build reserves to meet that need. On the basis of this undisputed
evidence the Commission could not have properly allocated more than 40/213ths ( 18.8 percent) of the total expense to the Bureau of Reclamation. Instead, it allocated 46.97 percent

of the expense to the Bureau and then failed to provide any means for recovery of that expense.
The Findings and Conclusions fail to support the Order entered by the Commission
and the Order is contrary to the undisputed evidence.

CONCLUSION
In summary the Commission's Order disallowing 46.97 percent of the expense of the

230-K V transmission line without providing means from any source for recovery of such expense results in confiscation of utility property in violation of the Constitutions of the United
States and of the State of Utah. Because there is no evidence and there are no findings of bad
faith, dishonesty, wastefulness or gross inefficiency associated with the expense the Commis11on has no authority to deny recovery of the expense in a rate case. The Findings and Conclus1ons of the Commission wholly fail to support the Commission's Order. Insofar as the
Commission's Report and Order of February 18, 1977. fails to provide for recovery of the
expenses of the new transmission line, the same should be reversed and the Commission
>hould he directed to enter an order authorizing and directing Cal-Pac to increase its rates to
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recover all expenses incurred to Jate anJ which -,hall hereafter accrue on account of the
struction of sa1J line.

Respectfully suhmitteJ,
VAN COTT, BAGLEY. CORNWALL
& McCARTHY
Grant Macfarlane. Jr.
Douglas :Vtatsumori
Attorneys for CaliforniaPacific Utilities Company
141 East First South
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111
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